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• Short Introduction of Green Life
• Conclusion of IAEA 5th Dialog Forum

“SMR is more promising for early deployment in many parts of the world in view of safety and grid capacity than large sized power plants, in particular, after Fukushima accident, which was happened on 11th March 2011.”
SMRs in Korea

- SMART, Light water cooled
- KALIMER, Sodium cooled
- HTG SMR, Helium gas cooled
- URANUS, Lead bismuth cooled
International Networking on SMRs

• “Entrust paper” - one of key members of international networking on SMRs

• MOU between your organization and my organization

Letter of Entrustment

Name: ○ ○ ○ ○
Position: ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

The person above is entrusted as a Member of SMR Special Committee of GreenLife Intellectual Network

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

During participation in 6th INPRO Dialogue Forum on Licensing and Safety Issues for Small and Medium-sized Nuclear Power Reactors (SMR), which convenes at the IAEA HQ on 29th July to 2nd August 2013...

In recognition of importance of international networking on SMR, the following two institutes have agreed to co-operate the following areas:

- Exchange of scientific and technical information, documentation and mutual networking;
- Conduct of bilateral or multilateral symposiums; and;
- Other forms of cooperation as may be mutually agreed upon...

July/August 2013 at the IAEA HQ in Vienna, Austria...
Thank You!

Green Life believes “SMRs industry could be aircraft industry, or even automobile industry in the energy field via International Networking”